The lab portal for patients
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The abundance of available medical information is helping patients to become more
informed, and better agents of improving their healthcare. In order to adopt a
patient-centric approach, patients require clearly presented access to their medical
information, and better communication with their medical providers.
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Meaningful results

Complete picture
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and detailed summary of their lab tests,
including an explanation of each test,
test ranges (personalized for the
patient’s medical condition), a
comparison to previous results, graphs,
and more. Abnormal, and urgent (STAT)
results, are accentuated to ensure that
they are not overlooked. A laboratory
can also provide patients with additional
test information in the form of text,
pictures, videos, and more.

MyLab enables access to all family
members’ tests for better health
management. MyLab also displays
outstanding orders that have been
ordered by the physician and are
awaiting collection, as well as future
orders. This gives the patient a
complete overview of all their orders –
past, present, and future.

Communicate from
within the app
MyLab enables patients to call,
message, or email their physician
directly from within the mobile app.
MyLab enables users to organize results
according to the physician who ordered
the test. It also enables users to keep
their personal information up-to-date so
that their physician or lab can
communicate with them.

Controlled and safe
MyLab gives patients access to their
laboratory results, but gives the
laboratory and physicians full control
over which types of tests (pathology,
genetics, etc.) patients can access and
when. This ensures that patients aren’t
prematurely exposed to information
that requires prior mediation by a
professional.

Connect health data
MyLab enables patient point-of-care
devices (e.g. glucose monitors) or any
connected app or device (e.g. pulse, or
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integrated and managed. Central
management of this data enables better
diagnostic care, particularly for chronic
patients, where consistent monitoring is
essential. Data on MyLab from connected
devices are received by a patient’s
physician automatically
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Available for iOS and Android

Experience
Throughout our thirty years in operation, a
100% customer retention rate proves our
expertise. Netlims’ sole focus is on delivering
Laboratory Information Systems to clinical
laboratories and hospitals. We support
multi-site networks with unique and
complex needs.
Innovation
With over 60% of Netlims’ focused global
workforce dedicated to R&D, our products
are consistently upgraded with the latest
innovations to ensure that customers are
equipped with a best-of-breed product. Our
aim is for laboratories to leverage our
technology in order to optimize their
facilities, enabling them to focus on
business growth.

Partnership
The success of our customers is our number
one priority, which is why we are committed to
providing the best possible response to all
requests and inquiries. Our team accompanies
customers from the beginning of the
installation process through to successful
completion. Our goal is to make the
implementation process as smooth as possible.
Service oriented
Netlims’ 24/7 customer service is an inseparable
part of our user experience. Our exclusive focus
on LIS products enables us to provide
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standards. Implementations can be installed in
weeks, not months; and new integrations in
days, not weeks.
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